
 
 

 
May 4, 2021  
Corn 
Corn continues to be a steam roller to shorts trying to pick up pennies in front of it 
as dry Brazil weather pushed it to make a new high and new high close up .1725 at 
6.9675 for July futures. This is the first time since 2013 that most active contract has 
traded above $7.00. CN traded in a .28 cent range today. In Brazil, little to no rain is 
expected over the next 14 days and more as upper-level high pressure dominates. 
Although a few storms are plausible along the periphery of the high, it is more 
probable for most corn to stay dry. In Parana, Brazil only 28% of the crop is rated 
good, down from 40% a week ago and 62% two weeks ago. April was record or near 
record dry and the forecast isn’t much better as 1/3 of the crop is pollinating now. 
Brazil's ANEC forecast no Corn exports during May 2021 with only 29,991MT in 
April. Farmer selling tapered off even more today as most have sold their old crop 
and a good chunk of new crop. We see another round of new crop offers at $6.00 
and above. Western corn basis remains stout as some rail shippers are looking to 
buy back trains to sell to local ethanol plants. Another positive for ethanol is that gas 
demand continues to improve, and the US shipped 48.3M gallons to China in March 
2021, nearly tying the all-time monthly record from April 2016. 
 
Beans 
Beans back on the positive track today as they regained most of yesterday’s losses with SN closing 14 ¼ c firmer on the 
day.  SN continues to use the 10 day (1518) moving average as support.  Soy Oil continues to be strong receiving support 
from March crush data that came in at 188.2 mil bu which was 100,000 bu below market expectations. Soy Oil stocks came 
in at 2.2 billion pounds, about 35 below expectations.  Basis levels in Brazil continue to slide as China has not emerged as a 
significant buyer with crush margins reported to be low.   Brazil loaded an all-time record 17.4 mmt in April and China appears 
to have enough nearby.  Ag Rural suggested shipments would slide here as China digests the recent loadings.  May exports 
are still expected to be 14 – 15 mmt.  The IMEA suggested Mato Grosso’s crop was the largest ever as they lifted the crop to 
36 mmt.  They said the increase was due to an increase in acres.   
 
Wheat  
The wheat complex traded mixed and closed higher along with most everything ag related that trades. WN is 8 ¾ cents higher 
at 7.26 ¾, KWN is 10 ¾ higher at 6.99 ¼, and MWN is 9 ½ higher at 7.68 ¼. KWN is benefitting from the support of corn, 
closing just 2 ½ cents above CN and MWN is seeing support from a spring wheat crop in the US and Canada that is badly in 
need of precip with a forecast that offers very little. A dry EU and Black Sea are looking at improved rain chances. Winter 
wheat is rated 48% good to excellent, a decline of 1%. Spring wheat is 49% planted versus 32 average. The interesting 
challenge to HRW versus the July contract is its close price relationship to corn, yet its $40 to $50 MT premium to EU/BS 
wheat. Versus the Sep futures the price spread goes to 94 cents premium KWU, losing the support from corn. 
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CASH BASIS BIDS Nearby  June 
Corn Cif Nola  60+K 92+N 
Truck Hennepin 10+K 44+N 
Truck St Louis 31+K 64+N 
Iowa Interior UP  30+N 
Columbus CSX 40+N 55+N 
Fort Wayne NS 39+N 34+N 
Dlvd Hereford   
Dlvd PNW  148+N 
KC RAIL  50+N 
Nebraska Grp 3 40+N 40+N 
Dlvd Decatur 45+N 48+N 
Wheat Cif Nola 135+K 57+N 
Beans Cif Nola 100+N 98+N 
Truck Hennepin 43+N 44+N 
Truck St Louis 66+N 66+N 
Dlvd Decatur 65+N     70+N                                                                  
Dlvd Des Moines 55+N  
IL R Barge Frt. 340 320 
BNSF Shuttle Frt. -$150 -$225 


